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Hi there,

My name is Cindy and I am the person behind 
AquaDash®; previously Great Aussie Swim Parkas. 
I am a mother of two and it was for my children 
that I first wanted a garment that would keep them 
warm and cozy after swimming, and keep both 
my car dry on the way home and the furniture dry 
while they took in turns to have a shower! I can’t 
believe that was all the way back in November 
2010!

At the time, I couldn’t find anything like what I had 
imagined; a new and improved version of the old 
hooded towel that I used to wear as a child - wind 
and water proof. Just 2 months later I was at an 
international trade show where I found a company 
to assist me in designing and manufacturing the 
Great Aussie Swim Parka. It was a long 12 months 
of perfecting my vision before the first shipment 
arrived. 

Fast forward 10 years and we are now in 
Swim Schools around Australia and building 
a reputation in the USA. Over the years many 
people asked me to grow the brand to include 
additional product. In 2020 when COVID 19 shut 
down public pools, business ground to a halt. 
Trying to stay positive, I figured it was the perfect 
time to concentrate on expanding.

AquaDash®  was the result.  Not only did I 
expand into swimwear though, AquaDash® went 
SUSTAINABLE!  The outer shell of our swim parkas 
and the entire range of swimwear is made from 
recycled plastic bottles.  I’m so excited about this 
development!   My goal is to bring sustainable, 
affordable quality that is both practical yet 
comfortable to the pool.  I look forward to 
the opportunity of keeping your swimmers 
comfortable and your change rooms clear!

Yours sincerely,

WELCOME TO AQUADASH 
MAGAZINE FOR SWIM 

SCHOOL OWNERS

@aqua.dash.swim

P.O. Box 3470 Wheelers Hill, Vic 3150
Ph: 1300 860 797

@AquaDash

cindy@aquadash.com.au

Swim Parkas are the solution to 
a quick getaway from the pool.  
Particularly relevant in these post 
COVID times when we don’t want 
to hang around after swimming 
and are being encouraged to avoid 
the change rooms.

After your swim, you can simply slip on 
your Swim Parka, zip it up and go! 
 
The parkas are made up of two layers:

Parents and swimmers can totally bypass the 
change rooms with a swim parka.  No more 
battling with children to get changed or 
struggling to put on clothes when they are 
still damp and tripping over.

Swim Parkas really do take the hassle out of a 
trip to the pool!

Founder
Cindy Mitchell

We’d like to work with
you and your swim
school – and we do

it different!

Read how on pages 8 & 9

OR set up a wholesale 
account on our website to 

access great prices

WOULD YOU 
LIKE YOUR

SWIM
COMMUNITY TO 
GET ACCESS TO

- AND GET PAID 
FOR IT?

DISCOUNTS

AquaDash® Magazine is owned and 
published electronically by AquaDash®. 
Copyright 2020 AquaDash®. All rights 
reserved. No part of this electronic or printed 
magazine may be reproduced without the 
written consent of Cindy Mitchell. Requests 
for permission should be directed to: Cindy 
Mitchell at cindy@aquadash.com.au
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What’s Inside?

The 100% cotton towel lining that will dry you 
off and keep you warm.  No need to dry off 
beforehand.  This lining is throughout the parka, 
from top to bottom and the entire length of the 
sleeves.  Being extra long in length, the parka 
locks in warmth.
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The SUSTAINABLE outer shell that is made from 
recycled plastic bottles.  This outer shell has a 
lovely soft feel to it but is specially treated to 
ensure that car seats remain dry.
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Features and Benefits 
of a Swim Parka
The lining of our Swim Parka is a lush, natural 270g 
cotton towelling. You’ll feel snug from the top of 
your head (thanks to our fitted hood), right down to 
midcalf as a result of our extra-long design.  The towel 
lining continues the entire length of the sleeves for 
comfort.  Swimming through winter certainly won’t 
be as grim when you can wrap up in a Swim Parka 
afterwards

WARM AND COSY

The SUSTAINABLE outer shell is surprisingly soft. 
Using the technology used in ski apparel, our outer 
shell will not allow a drop of water to seep through. 
It is this that guarantees car seats will stay dry on the 
way home.

KEEPS CAR SEATS DRY

We offer a range of sizes from childrens size 2 to 14 and 
adults small through to 3XL. Our childrens sizes 2 to 8 
have an opening at the back allowing for 5 point harnesses 
in the car.

A SIZE FOR EVERYONE

We are all trying to find was to make our lives a little 
easier and yes, a Swim Parka really does make a trip to the 
pool a whole lot easier!  And lets face it, the easier it is, the 
more likely we are to continue doing it.

CONVENIENT

Our parkas have 2 zippered pockets for storing such things 
as keys and goggles. The sleeves have elasticised cuffs for 
comfort which can be rolled up to add a splash of colour. 
We have found that kids love putting their thumbs through 
the gap made from the button hole to cuff keeping them 
warm right to their knuckles. There is a name tag inside the 
collar of your swim parka and a loop to hang it with.

THE EXTRAS

FAQs

How Do I Look After My Swim Parka
I am thrilled to tell you that you do not have to wash your Swim Parka after each use.  After 
wearing, simply turn your parka inside out and hang it to air dry until you intend to wear it 
again. Provided that the parka is hung up to dry (and not just rolled up and left in a corner), 
the fabric will not come to any harm from not being washed immediately after use.  The 
parkas won’t smell as strongly of chlorine like a regular towel.

Washing My Swim Parka
Yes – you can Machine Wash your Swim Parka!  When washing your parka, zip it up and 
use a gentle wash setting on your washing machine. Afterwards, turn it inside out and hang 
to dry. The parkas cannot be tumble dried so I recommend you wash them on a warm 
day! Like most fabrics, the towelling will fade from the sun over time so dry in the shade 
whenever possible.

2 Way Zippers – Why And How
Our swim parkas feature a very useful YKK 2 way zipper.  These zippers allow you to 
choose how much of the parka you would like open / closed, while both sides are still 
attached and held together.  The zipper also allows for more leg manoeuvrability which is 
particularly handy when driving!
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Accessories
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Available in 4 colours

Short Sleeve Rashie

Available in 4 colours combinations

Long Sleeve Rashie

Thongs

Available in 2 colours

Quick Dry Towels in mesh bag 

Available in 2 colours

Flip Top Water Bottle 

Available in 2 colours

Swim Bags

Available in 2 colour combinations

S  /  M  /  L  /  XL  /  2XL  /  3XL

ADULT (Unisex)

2  /  4  /  6  /  8  /  10  /  12  /  14

CHILDS (Unisex)

Available in 4 colour combinations

6

Available in 3 colours

Shorts

Available in 3 colours

One Piece

OUR COLORS:
NAVY, BLUE, ORANGE,
PINK & LIME GREEN

Available in 4 colour combinations 
and plain navy

Swim Trunks

Available in 2 colour
combinations

Jammers
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WE DO
DIFFERENTLY!
THINGS

Having worked with many Swim Schools over the past 10 
years, I understand that you don’t necessarily have room to 
carry stock – so I don’t ask you to.  

Working with me through an Affiliate Marketing program 
is so easy.  My team and I take care of everything!  There 
are absolutely no admin headaches for you AND you will 
receive an affiliate commission each month to say thank 
you for your support.

My goal is to make things as streamlined as possible for 
you and your team, while ensuring that your swimmers 
receive a quality garment at a great price thanks to you.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
My team will handle all the details before, during and after the purchase.  

Contact Me Now To Get Started!

DO YOU 
PREFER 
WHOLESALE 
PRICES?
No minimum order 
quantities! 

It’s easy to set up an account. 
Simply let us know and we can 
send you an account link.   
sales@aquadash.com.au

You can now access wholesale pricing 
when ordering from our website.  This 
makes it easier than ever before as you 
will always have up to date knowledge on 
availability and pricing.

While I suggest you hold a few items in 
stock for people to touch and feel, and to 
get an idea of sizing, we encourage you to 
order as you require items; and there is no 
minimum order quantity.

I even provide you with a flyer that you can 
attach to newsletters. This will be a word 
document that you can alter as you like to 
suit your requirements. 

Shipping is next business day and I 
endeavour to find the best value courier 
to service your area. Additionally, I use 
Australia Post for smaller orders.

First step is to decide what discount you would like to offer your swimmers.  
There are 3 levels - 5%, 10% and 15% - together with free postage. Your affiliate 
commssion will depend on the discount you choose to go with.

1.

In the first week of each month, my team will calculate the affiliate commission on 
all purchases made in the previous month. This gets deposited straight to your 
bank account as a thank you.

4.

I will provide you with professionally designed pdf flyers that you can put on 
display, use in newsletters or on your socials. These flyers will show a coupon 
code that is unique for your centre.  This code is used to track sales from your 
swim school to calculate your affiliate commission.  

2.

Your swimmers order their swimwear / parkas on our website using your unique 
coupon code at checkout.  They will automatically receive the relevant discount 
PLUS Free Postage on orders over $150.00.  My team ship orders the next 
business day. (Website details will be on the poster)

3.

H O W  W E  C A N  H E L P  Y O U

9
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SIMPLE TO USE SIZE CHARTS
ADULTS PARKA CHILDRENS SWIMWEAR

CHILDS PARKA

10 11

How To Measure
*These are the parkas measurements - 
not yours - and are to be used only as a 

guideline.

1.  LENGTH
Have someone measure you from the 

back of the neck down to see where the 
hem will sit. There is no rule as to what the 

“correct” length is, but around mid-calf 
is good.

2.  CHEST 
Lifts arms slightly and measure the fullest 
part of the chest while keeping the tape 
straight across the back. Keep in mind 

you want your parka larger so you have 
wiggle room.

3.  ARM LENGTH 
This measurement is taken from the 

centre of the back of the neck, over the 
shoulders to the end of the cuff

How To Measure
This chart is based on your childs 

measurements. Once you know the row 
your child sits in, that will be their size 

acorss our swimwear range.

1.  CHEST
Lift arms slightly and measure the fullest 
part of the chest while keeping the tape 

straight across the back.

2.  WAIST 
Measure straight around the waistline.

3.  HIPS 
Measure straight around the fullest part 

of the hips.

How To Measure
*These are the parkas measurements - 
not yours - and are to be used only as a 

guideline.

1.  LENGTH
Measure your child from the back of the 
neck down to see where the hem will sit. 
There is no rule as to what the “correct” 
length is but around mid-calf is good.

2.  CHEST 
Lifts arms slightly and measure the fullest 
part of the chest while keeping the tape 
straight across the back. Keep in mind 

you want your parka larger so you have 
wiggle room.

3.  ARM LENGTH 
This measurement is taken from the 

centre of the back of the neck, over the 
shoulders to the end of the cuff

CHILDRENS FOOTWEAR

How To Measure 
For Your Thongs

Our table lists the measurements of our 
thongs.

The measurement is taken diagonally 
across the thong from the heel to where 

the big toe sits. 
 

Measurements are approximate and some 
variation may occur.
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SWIMMING AND THE

COLDER
MONTHS.

While we know swimming through the colder months 
won’t make people sick, it is often used as an excuse to 
cancel lessons and classes. It goes without saying that this 
of course has an enormous effect on swim schools and 
swim centres during this time. 

We want lessons and classes to continue for the benefit 
of the participants, yes, but also to keep our businesses 
afloat. Its important to be able to send the right information 
to encourage people to continue with their swimming.

The simple truth is that colds are caused by viruses and 
not temperature. Likewise, middle ear infections are not 
caused by cold and wet conditions, but by viruses or 
bacteria.  Although swimmers ear (a more easily treated 
infection of the ear canal) is associated with being in a 
pool, it is no more likely to happen in the winter than at 
any other time. And no, viruses don’t breed in our hair so 
getting your hair wet won’t mean you get sick!

Cold Weather Doesn’t Cause Colds or Ear 
Infections

Like all skills, swim skills need to be practiced for them 
to remain effective. If swimming is not continued, after 
months outside of the water, those skills will diminish 
significantly. This results in a decline in a childs confidence 
and independence in the water, as well as a drop in 
technique and stamina.

The importance of maintaining skills

Professional lessons are designed to keep children learning 
in a continuous manner. When lessons are interrupted 
for months at a time, children will need to spend a good 
deal of time relearning the skills they need to progress to 
the next level – frustrating for both the children and the 
parents.

Regression / Relearning

In a study by the Griffith Institute for Educational 
Research in Australia, researchers found that children 
who participated in swim lessons demonstrated more 
advanced cognitive abilities than other children.  It assists 
in the development of academic performance, as well as 
coordination, motor skills, balance and concentration.   
(https://news.griffith.edu.au/2013/08/13/
swimming-a-smart-move-for-children/)

Swimming boosts brain development

Swimming through the colder months and 
maintaining fitness can actually build a child’s immune 
system making them more resilient to stress and 
illness. Some believe those children who swim 
through winter are less likely to catch colds and flu.

Swimming assists in avoiding those 
winter bugs

Swimming is a great way for kids to stay active during 
cold weather. When they can’t go outside to play, the 
pool is a great place to have some fun. Get them out 
of the house and away from their screens.

Keeps them fit during winter and cures 
cabin fever

The repetition and maintenance of what children learn 
whilst swimming is particularly important for infant, 
toddler and pre-school aged children when long-
term skill retention and muscle memory are starting to 
develop.

Repetition is key

Accidents can happen at any time of year in the water, 
so it’s important that children understand how to 
handle emergencies and stay confident in the water. 
Maintaining swimming lessons throughout winter 
helps to reinforce their swimming and safety skills so 
they are prepared if something goes wrong.

Skipping lessons during the winter period may give 
parents a false sense of security the following summer 
when their children are back in the pool. They may 
not realise how much their child has regressed only 
remembering last summer how well they were doing.  
Keep kids confident and focused by signing them up 
for lessons during the winter months.

Water confidence could save their life

ISSUES IN
PRIVACY
CHANGEROOMS
The hard truth is that change rooms are always going to raise 
debate and cause headaches. It’s not that I agree with all 
that is stated below, but these are just some of the issues that 
people take to social media platforms to complain about.

Lets start with the small stuff. 

Many children and young people are self conscious and anxious 
about undressing in front of others. This alone is enough to make 
them put up a fight about going to swim lessons. 

Throw in their discomfort at seeing others naked – especially 
adults - and it doubles their anxiety. Most parents are aware of 
others discomfort and seek some sort of privacy. But there are 
of course those that are quite comfortable in their nudity and 
appear to others to be flaunting it unnecessarily.

That’s just the discomfort in same sex change rooms. The whole 
scenario escalates when we start talking about mums taking 
their boys into the change rooms with them. Imagine the uproar 
when a dad has to take his young daughter into the mens 
change rooms. Yes, nudity is normal, but it doesn’t mean that 
everyone is comfortable with their children seeing other adults 
on display. Some swim centres have gone so far as to introduce 
rules banning young kids from accompanying their parents into 
different-sex change rooms.  

At those centres, kindergarten-aged 
children are now required to shower and 
change by themselves in the gender-
appropriate room.

Although this is great for teaching them 
independence, it does at times raise a 
more important issue for some parents 
– their childs safety. Not all parents are 
comfortable allowing their children into the 
change rooms on their own. I once read a 
post on Facebook where the mother raised 
the issue of mobile phones in the change 
rooms. It’s not on everyones mind, but its 
out there. 

Apart from the whole “stranger-danger” 
factor, the slippery floors can also lead to 
accidents; especially with kids doing the 
drying off dance as quickly as possible. 
If you are not in the change room with 
your child how can you offer them your 
protection.

No matter what restrictions are put into 
place, you just can not please everyone. 
Change rooms are always going to be an 
issue for someone. Don’t let it stop them 
swimming, tell them to get a Swim Parka!

Please share if you need 
content for your swim 
school newsletter
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“The kids turn up to swimming ready to go and they 
leave all warm and snugly. There have been nothing 
but compliments about the parkas from parents and 
their children.”

Shawn
Shawns Swim School in Hoppers 
Crossing Vic

“The service you receive from Cindy is excellent and it is 
always a pleasure dealing with this company. The parkas 
are excellent quality, keep the children warm and my 
parents love them.”

Jane Goodwin
Good Win Swim in Kyogle 
NSW

“My daughter swims outdoors year round. We bought 
her first Great Aussie Swim Parka 3 years ago. It still 
looks brand new despite all the wear. She has now 
outgrown it and we are back for another one. Great 
quality! Luckily she has 2 younger brothers who will 
wear it in the years to come. I have no doubt it will last 
the distance of 3 swimming kids. Thanks for a great 
product.”

Cathy Findlay
April 17, 2018

“Not only do our students and parents love the Great 
Aussie Swim Parka but so do our teachers. They come 
dressed in their swimmers and parka ready for their 
shift and then leave after the end of their shift in the 
parka. This will be especially great for when we are 
able to start lessons again as our change rooms, 
including staff change rooms, will not be open (COVID 
19). The fact that we live in a “cold” part of Victoria 
means the Great Aussie Swim Parka is also great for 
our parents as they love getting their children into their 
parkas after swimming and straight into the car for the
drive home.”

Kerryn Prouse
Prouse Swim School in Horsham 
Vic

“These swim parkas are the best - Warm and toasty 
on the inside (lovely cotton towelling) and waterproof 
and windproof on the outside. The materials are all 
excellent quality, including the zips - 2 of my friends just 
bought them after seeing mine!! Well worth it!”

Ann Ward 
on Facebook

“I have to swim year around for physical therapy. Getting 
out of the pool in the winter is always difficult, and the 
thought of that freezing moment could derail my recovery. 
With this product, getting out of the pool has never been 
easier, I highly recommend it for everyone swimming in 
colder temperatures! Great product!”

Amazon - USA

“These parkas are fantastic! Beautiful quality and excellent 
design. They are not bulky and fit really well on both my 
children. I love that we can now go straight from pool to 
car instead of wasting another 15 minutes in pool 
change-rooms. Would highly recommend this product.”

Alison Jones
February 19, 2020

“I can’t speak highly enough about the customer service. 
There was a bit of a mix up in sizes, on my part, and Cindy 
was straight onto it going above and beyond to fulfil our 
order. Would highly recommend the swim parkas along 
with the company. Thank you Cindy.”

Denise
November 5, 2018

“The humble swim parka is an essential item for anyone who 
swims or teaches swimming at an out door pool. The outer 
layer blocks that bone chilling wind AND stops the pool 
water soaking into my car seats. I can not recommend
highly enough.”

Rosie Carrington-Jones
March 30, 2018

“My son had one for a few years during swimming lessons. 
Absolutely the best thing I ever purchased and worth every 
cent. I got a size bigger than he was and got a few years 
wear out of it. It was also great for the beach trips and 
holidays as well. The quality was great and I recently sold it 
second hand on marketplace for $30. The new owner was 
thrilled with how good it was and wore it home! It still looked 
brand new after 2 years of use and washes.”

Tania Noble
on Facebook

“We have been using Great Aussie Swim Parkas in 
our swim school for many years now, all our customers 
& staff love them. They are great when you just want 
to get home for the evening, particularly on those 
cool winter nights. Cindy is so helpful & her service 
is amazing. The Parkas are great quality & I can’t 
recommend Cindy & Great Aussie Swim Parkas 
enough.”

Belinda Scrivener
Hill Swimming - Kenthurst,
NSW
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Our Giving 
Story Together

We Are 
Impacting 
Lives
THE WHY:
AquaDash® Swim Gear owner and founder, Cindy 
Mitchell, is passionate about giving back and 
making the world a better place for everyone. By 
partnering with the B1G1 global giving initiative, 
Cindy is proud to be able to bring about positive 
change in communities around the world.

THE HOW:
Every purchase made through AquaDash® Swim 
Gear benefits a community and improves the 
quality of someone’s life.  To date we have been 
able to make contributions helping to provide 
families access to bathrooms, providing safe 
drinking water to others and scarves to children 
who are cold.

And the best part?

We will continue to make these contributions 
on your behalf.  You won’t have to do anything.  
Purchases made using your schools unique 
discount code will be incorporated in our giving 
story.  You will automatically make giving a part of 
what you do too!

We hope you think this is as awesome as we do.

Cindy and Daryl Mitchell
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IN & OUT
O F  T H E

POOL
We’d like to work with you and 
your swim school. We love 
swimming as much as you do!

www.aquadash.com.au


